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The $10K Run - Episode 002

Wendy: Hello there and welcome to the $10K Run. I'm Wendy Byford and in this podcast we'll explore
what it takes to make the ﬁrst $10,000 per month in your business and beyond. Whatever business
you're in, however long you've been struggling, in this podcast you're home. So settle in and let's get
started.
Wendy: This is episode two of the $10K Run and I'm honored to have as my guest Bill and Michelle
Pescosolido. Bill and Michelle are marketing and sales experts. Bill does blogging, copyrighting,
sales strategies - does an awesome job of teaching these, and coaching. Michelle does social media
marketing, particularly Facebook marketing and Instagram. They've won a top 10 Facebook
Marketing award for Youtube channels and they are seven ﬁgure earners. They are top aﬃliate
marketers, network marketing recruiters, are coaches, speakers. They created their own courses. You
guys have been there and done it all it seems, Welcome.
Bill: Thank you very much. It's great to be here.
Michelle: Awesome. Yes, Wendy, thank you for having us. This is great.
Wendy: And of course you have your Power Players Club, which I absolutely love and we're going to
speak about that at the end of this interview.
Michelle: Right.
Bill: Very cool
Wendy: Questions. Let’s talk about your run up to your ﬁrst $10,000 per month. Michelle, you were
doing really well in corporate America. What made you decide to start a home based business?
Michelle: Well, you know, for me, I actually was in my early twenties, was in corporate America and
enjoyed it - was doing really great. But I made a decision at that time that if I was going to have
children, that it’s very important to me that I was going to be a stay at home mom, raise them. I didn't
want anybody out there putting Band-Aids on their knees, taking them to the doctor. I wanted to be a
part of that; I didn't want to miss out on any of that.
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So when I had kids that was just something - that I wanted to stick to that commitment. And, there
was a time, you know, where I landed as a single mom and decided, "You know what? I don't know if I
could keep doing this, and raising these kids without any kind of income." So I decided to go back to
college. And went back to college and got my degree, double degree in childhood, child development
and psychology.
Landed a job for 10 bucks an hour. And you know, at that time during college I had met awesome my husband now - Bill and you know, basically realized that Dang, there were babysitters that are
making more money than me - 15 bucks an hour on the street. I loved working with children with
autism. It was amazing, but I missed being at home as a mom for the kids. Studying was just
draining. And then I just didn't feel good as a ﬁancé, I think, or girlfriend or ﬁancé at that time to Bill.
And, you know, I'm very much a people pleaser. I'm going to take care of the people around me.
And so I thought, you know what? I've always had that entrepreneurial spirit. And I had lunch with a
friend who actually was selling network marketing business products and I sampled one of her
energy pills 'cause I needed it being in college at that time. And I just immediately got results from it
and thought to myself with that entrepreneurial mind - and the wheels are always turning in my head like I could sell this. And that's pretty much where my journey began. I signed up and immediately
jumped in and you know, just immersed myself into recruiting and back then doing it the old school
way - you know, making the list of a hundred people and pitching those friends and family members
and everybody within two feet of me.
Wendy: Right
Michelle: That's how I was introduced to it.
Wendy: Okay. So was that ﬁrst business that you started ... did you get traction with that business or
was this kind of like your starter business and you went on to other things?
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Michelle: You know it's funny, because being that I was only already 10 bucks an hour at that time; I
was only looking to replace a $2,000 income. So it wasn't that much and to me, I was like, you know,
if I could just make $1,500 or $2,000, I'll be happy. Everything will be ﬁne. That's all I need to replace.
Well, through my, you know, hustling at that time, within the ﬁrst couple of months I had already hit
that and was I going to be residual every single month? I think I was a little naive at that time. I don't
know. I realized that I had to keep hustling in order to keep that going, because I didn't have that team
that was just duplicating, duplicate, duplicate. I was a recruiter, so bringing in a lot of people.
And that's when kind of my eyes opened up to the fact that's like, wow, wait, there's people making
$10,000 a month. And I was like, wait a minute. There's people making $15,000, $25,000, $50,000.
My eyes were opened up to this industry and I realized that I wasn't going to be able to do that at the
kinds of strategies that I was doing. So I kind of call that the starter business that opened up my
eyes to online marketing. And that's kind of where everything started changing as in when I dove into
online marketing to ﬁgure out how to build a network marketing business.
Wendy: Okay. So Bill, you obviously had met Michelle at this point, but you are doing really well in
sales in corporate America. So what made you leave?
Bill: So I always thought that my path would be you ... you work your way up in corporate America and
perhaps every couple of years you get a promotion or maybe after ﬁve years you get a promotion.
And you kind of work your way up, cause I was always in sales and consulting and so then maybe you
become a middle manager and then maybe you become a regional manager and then maybe become
a VP of some kind. I guess depending upon the size of the company you're working for. It's different
everywhere. But I thought that the ... that ultimately I'd worked my way up and up and up. It would be
very safe and secure. And who knows, maybe when I was sixty years old, I'd be able to retire. Now,
the funny thing is, in the back of my mind though, I always knew there was something a little different
for me because my father ran his own business.
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So I did, I was raised in an entrepreneurial environment. But what really made the shift happen was
two things. Number one, I saw what Michelle was doing. And where at ﬁrst I thought what she was
doing was this cute little hobby. Have this little ... this little side thing where, yeah, she makes 50
bucks here or 100 bucks there, or, or woo, you know, $250. And not to say that wasn't important, but,
it just seemed like there was this kind of side gig, like, where's it really going? But then she really
started getting traction and I realized slowly but surely that this was real, it was tangible. And that
income wise, it could be much more substantial than just a little bit here or a little bit there. And then
in parallel to that, I experienced something within my corporate America experience that really
shifted how I thought about corporate America, which was at one point where I thought that that was
security and that you could, you know, rise up through the ranks and rise up and if you just showed up
and did your job and did well, that everything would just work out for you because isn't life fair?
You know, I kind of got a kick ... you know, in the crotch the hard way, in that our division of our
company was constantly under the microscope from the corporate headquarters and we were
constantly being threatened of being dissolved. They were ... I was in deregulated energy, but the
parent company was a utility, like a massive utility and they're very conservative and what we were
doing was, was a little bit more risky. And so almost on a daily, if not weekly, at least quarterly basis
the question was will they let us all go? Will, they just dissolve our division. And so this was an
honest to goodness threat that I was thinking about. Like, gosh, you know, I'm sitting here working
really hard, doing really well. At least I think I am. But there's people, my boss's boss's boss's boss, a
person behind the desk, you know, I'm in Texas, they're in Virginia, a person behind the desk who with
the stroke of a pen could dissolve our division and I'd be out of a job just like that.
And I had no idea who this person was. They could just write us all off. And I realized that corporate
America actually - I have very little control of my future within corporate America because there's so
many other people way above in the food chain that could make a decision that negatively impacts
my standing and therefore my life.
Wendy: Right
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Bill: So those two events, seeing the reality of Michelle being able to make money at home, and then
the reality of what my future looked like, which is becoming more and more bleak within corporate
America, led me to the decision to literally ... I just walked into my boss's oﬃce one day and I said to
my boss, who I actually liked a lot, I said, "hey man, thanks for everything. You've been great, but I'm
out of here and you know, I'm happy to give you two weeks if you want."
But because of the sales capacity, I said, "look, I also know how sales works. Do you want me out the
door today? I'm prepared to leave today as well." So we worked it out. It was very amicable with my
boss. But my corporate career, it ended very abruptly. You know, the following week I quit everything
and left. The salary and the commissions, the pension, the insurance, the medical that we had, you
know, the 401k - all that. I just said, "You know what? There's something bigger and better for me to
come home, work with Michelle and the two of us together, build this thing together."
Wendy: So you did what so many entrepreneurs are dreaming of doing in saying goodbye to their
corporate job and really making a go of their side business.
Michelle: Yes
Bill: Yes, absolutely.
Wendy: Terriﬁc. So the two of you started working together and I know that you work really
harmoniously. I've been working with you guys now for a couple of years, and watched how you sort
things out. And I've had so many people say, "I could never work with my spouse especially to grow a
business where I want to grow it." So how did you kind of work out what each of you was going to do?
Michelle: You know, I would say things fell into place pretty easily. But for me in the very beginning,
after a year of working the business, he quit his corporate America job. You know, there were things
tha I didn't enjoy doing. Like I didn't enjoy ... like I was the traﬃc person. I could generate all of these
leads all day long. I didn't like getting on the phone. I didn't like talking to them and trying to sell
them. You know, maybe that goes back to that's why we're perfect together as a husband and wife
because we saw we complement each other. But that's kind of how it works in our business too.
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He is the sales guy. He enjoys talking to people. He's great at conversation. And so for me it was like
"Go ahead ... this is my weakness. This is your strength. Let's try it out." And you know at ﬁrst it was
hard because we knew and ... it's about managing your expectations. And we knew that our business
was going to take a little bit of a dip because I had been doing it all along and there was a little bit of
a learning curve there. But man, you know, he jumped right in. He was like, great. It's like, you know,
just like I said, that little learning curve, little dip, and it was like, boom. It's surpassing anything I ever
could have done. And then, you know, as we grow, obviously we realized that there were certain
skillsets in certain things we need to do in our business that maybe we weren't doing before. And
often times, it's not like we have to have these long drawn out discussions about it.
It's almost, just kind of like, yeah, you're really, really good at that. You do that. And then he's like, you
know, my weaknesses are his strengths and his strengths are my weaknesses. So it works out really
well. But then, yeah, there are times where we have to have a discussion. You're like, look, I really
shouldn't be doing this because I'm really not that good at it. And you're really, really good at it. You
know, so we will, you know, there’s different things’ always going on in our business and what works
really well is making sure that we're doing what our strengths are. And if both of us have a weakness
in this, in a certain area, we go out there and we try to ﬁnd someone that can actually do that for us.
And not try to do something that we're not strong at.
Wendy: Right.
Bill: It's interesting too, because for me, you know, quitting corporate America and then moving into
this online marketing, Internet marketing or digital marketing world that we're now in. When you and I
ﬁrst … so going back to what I said, I quit my job and now I'm at home working with Michelle and it's
day one now ... now what? And you know, I'm being faced with all these terms and this new language
like search engine optimization and pay per click and lead pages and capture pages. You know, it
was like eight months before I realized that a lead page, squeeze page, lead capture page is the
same thing to describe it. So I'm like, you know, really kind of a little overwhelmed by all of this, this
new lingo in this learning curve. But I thought, well, what can I do well?
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And you know, my whole entire corporate career had been sales. So like Michelle said, she could
generate these leads through Facebook, like nobody's business. And she reluctantly and painfully
would call them before I came home. And so that ﬁrst day I was like, well look, if there's one thing I
know I can do right away is I'm just going to hit the phones and call these leads. And so yeah, was
there a bit of a learning curve? Of course there was because there's a whole new thing I was dealing
with. It was business to consumer and your individuals, they're home based business versus dealing
with big corporate clients. So I had to kind of learn a whole new strategy and whole new way to do it.
It was also a learning curve as far as the product.
But I was like, look, I can sell, right? Just give me the phone. I've got no qualms about the phone. I
have no fear of the phone. I have no fear of talking to prospects and strangers and so forth. So I just
dove into that because my initial thing is what can I do to contribute. And then month after month,
you know, little by little, the lingo, the nuances, the technology, the technical terms and all that stuff,
it began to seep in and I became more comfortable with it. But even today, now if you just fast
forward ... now it's what, nine years later, eight years later. And I think Michelle and I, the way we run
it successfully is because not like we're a big company, we're not, we're a very small company, very
small company, but we treat what we do the same way as if it was a company.
Like in a real company, the accounting department doesn't do marketing and the marketing
department doesn't do accounting. Well, you know, Michelle is really good at the Facebook end of
things and generating traﬃc and I don't really mess with that and I don't tell her how to do that end of
it. I don't even begin to say "do it this way or do it that way". Likewise, when it comes to creating
content or copy or emailing the list and so forth. Michelle's not trying to step on my toes and tell me
how to do it this way. Like we ... it's almost like we have separate departments, but we physically
work apart from one another in the house, which helps. So, you know, people say, how do you as a
husband and wife get it all done? Well, you know, I'm in one section of the house, she's in another
section of house. I'm working on one aspect of the business. She's working on another aspect of the
business. And of course we'll communicate throughout the day, but we're not on top of each other.
We're really out of each other's way to let each one of us do the thing that we're both really good at.
Yeah.
Wendy: Good. So Michelle, when you ﬁrst started at this home based business, you were looking to
replace about $2,000 worth of income.
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Michelle: Yes
Wendy: What was kind of the turning point that led you to believe that this could be so much bigger
and got you working towards a bigger goal?
Michelle: So, you know, when, like I said, when I ﬁrst started out in network marketing, I was looking
for a way to stop having to grind, grind, grind, grind, chase, chase, chase, chase. And I started
venturing online and just watching what other people were doing and I ran across a couple of people
that I kept pulling up their sites or everything I would search would lead me to them. And you know I
started seeing like they would be offering this training on how to recruit people into your network
marketing business on autopilot. And I'm thinking, yeah, like that's what I want, you know, what I need
is more automation in the business. And so, I started opting into these people's funnels to get these
trainings and I realized that I was being left short. Like, okay, I got a little bit of the training. It was
really awesome that I was so cheap at that time that I refused to buy anything, and so I would not
ﬁnish buying through this funnel process where they gave me this incredible value. Now it's time to
buy this course. I didn't do that. And so ... but what I did take away from that is I studied what they
were doing and I realized what they were doing is they weren't taking the angle of, "hey, join my
network marketing business". They were actually teaching network marketers in their marketing how
to grow a business. And one of the guys I was following had system at that time that would help you
grow your network marketing business. And so I could leverage that system, generate leads,and the
cool thing about it is, if they enjoy my network marketing business, I could sell them on the system to
grow their network marketing business.
And so in parallel with that, I had found another system and I remember one of the girls that was in
my network marketing company, we decided I would try one, she would try the other. We would report
back in about a month. Well, she was blown away by her system she was trying. And so I was like,
that's it. I'm trying it. And so that's when I dove into My Lead System Pro and started implementing
everything. And within 10, not 10 months, but within six months, we’d gotten the income up to about
$10,000 a month. And that's when I started realizing ... I was like, wow, that really was not that hard.
And I know that I probably shouldn't say that word because what I perceive as hard, not hard, it can
be really hard to people. I would work nonstop.
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And so I was like, wow, okay, what's next and then I would hit that next goal and then hit that next
goal. And then I found a mentor at that time. We're now, I'm selling, not network marketing stuff. I
was into selling $3,000 travel packages and it just blew me away. I was like, oh my God, I could do
the same amount of work but make more money. You know, in the network marketing business, and
it was just like, oh yeah, just profound to me. And then I focused on Facebook marketing back then.
And the only type of advertising back then was just on the right hand side of the newsfeed. So that's
how long I've been doing Facebook marketing. But that was that shift and I realized, oh, okay, high
ticket aﬃliate marketing, you know, that to me was the dream online business at that time, in where
we were in the business because it got me away from that hustling. I didn't ... I just, you know, I love
network marketing. I think it's a great industry. It just wasn't necessarily for me. I run and I like to go,
go, go, go. And it's hard for me to, you know, I dunno. It was just, I like to go, go, go, go, go, go. So
that's what aﬃliate marketing and a high ticket programs where able to allow me to do at that time.
Wendy: So was there a point at which you kind of took a look at what you were doing and decided,
you know, this is really hard. I'm stuck. I really don't want to do this, I want to walk away, or was it
kind of a straight run for you?
Bill: So there's one way to look at it, which is there's working hard versus maybe working hard but not
smart. And about leveraging the time, and, let's say if you have x amount of hours to put into your
business, do you want to do it in a way where you can earn 1000 bucks or do you want to put that
same amount of time in your business and earn ﬁve or $10,000. And what really happened for us
was, I think we are, the more and more we started doing this and the more and more you attend
events and the more and more you meet different people and you see what other people are doing, it
was just this natural progression that we realized, oh, there's other things that we could do ... that
where we could do this. You have the same amount of skill, the same amount of talent and putting
the same amount of effort, but we actually end up making a lot more money.
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And you know, I'll be the ﬁrst one to say that if you want to get really good at honing your sales
message, reﬁning that message, understanding your prospects' pains and really be able to help them
out, there’s no better way to do that than one to one sales conversations. And whether that's face to
face, whether that's over the phone, whether you're now doing it on Zoom calls or Skype chat or
whatever, there's nothing better than a one to one communication. You're going to get really good at
selling. You can get really good at then being able to convey your sales message and you're going to
really get to understand like what are my prospects really going through. What are their concerns,
what are their worries, what are their pains, and while one to one is going to give you the highest
conversion rate, one to one is the least scalable.
It's the least amount of leverage. You know, if I want to make 10 sales, I have to talk to at least 10
people, right? And that's assuming a hundred percent conversion rate, which rarely happens, right?
Now as you do things like, you know, then you start doing webinars where yeah, you can get way
more people on, their conversion rate drops down a bit, but you can do one webinar for 50 people and
that's a lot more leveraged than one phone conversation with one person. And then we started
getting into then email marketing where you, if you have a list of 5,000 people, you can email. One
email is going to 5,000 people. Now of course the conversion rate drops down even less than less.
So the more broad and more scaled your communication is, the lower the conversion rate is. But it's
a lot easier to send one email to 5,000 people, even though the conversion rate is a lot lower, than to
have 100 one on one conversations with people. Ultimately the result might be the same.
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So I think it was really just the evolution of us just learning this and learning more and more online
marketing skills and layering in things like email marketing along with the Facebook marketing and
layering in content marketing. So for me, like my personal transformation, like I said in the beginning,
all I knew how to do was pick up the phone and talk to people, which again, I would never want the ...
I would never want it any other way. That was the best thing for me at the time to learn this, to be in
the trenches, talk to people and be able to know what they're going through, and reﬁne our sales
message and so forth. But nowadays I would really rather not do that at all because I'd rather do it in
a much more scaled and leveraged way. And when you add in that leverage and that scalability, that's
when the numbers from an income standpoint just naturally … you can lock or add on another zero so
to speak to things because you're just doing it to the masses. And when you start getting good at
content marketing and really great at Facebook marketing like Michelle and then good at copywriting,
you can get a lot more of a result and but not have to like hustle and grind, you know, to the extent
that we felt we used to have to.
Wendy: So it sounds like as you were kind of doing this run up the curve, making more and more
money, that if you had any situations where you might have wanted to sit down and say, hmm, is this
the right thing or whatnot, you had each other to talk to and you could kind of talk it out that way so
that you didn't end up getting stuck or perhaps a little down with what you were doing.
Michelle: Yeah. I mean, you have to think of it this way too. A lot of people are motivated by money,
especially when you haven't had money. And so before we got into our business and everything, you
know, we did not have a lot of money. So to get that something we didn't have always motivated me.
So "What motivates you?" is kind of what you have to ask yourself for me. You know, I don't know if I
speak for you too, but for me at that time was money. And so the more money I can make, the more
excited I got, the more I ran and ran and ran. But eventually you get all that money and you start to
realize, okay, this didn't really change what I was missing back then. I still need the passion. I still
need to be excited about this. Money did not solve the problem.
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And I think a lot of people see money will solve all the problems, but it doesn't. So to say that like, we
talked to each other ... absolutely. To say that we've, at least me, had never hit a wall would be a
total lie because once we were there making great, great money, that just wasn't enough. And then it
starts to kind of become work. And then you start to realize - Okay, you know, I'm not really doing
what I'm truly passionate about or what I'm really happy about. You know, all the money in the world
is not gonna make me happy if I'm not doing what I'm passionate about. And so I think for me at
some point, maybe back after seven years of doing this, which is a really long run, I did hit that point
and realized, you know, hey, I've got to ﬁgure out what I'm passionate about.
Okay ﬁne, we got the money, but what am I passionate about? You know, because we have the skill
sets. They got us that money. Where can we apply that to do something we really enjoy doing. And
so, that is deﬁnitely something that I think for me stopped me along the way … was that Where's the
passion? What do I love doing? Because you do so much since we've been in this since 2010. You
realize, you know, along the way what you like to do and what you don't like to do. And you have to
shift. You really do when you're an entrepreneur, you have to adjust your sales and just kind of ﬁgure
out ... and you may not know where you need to go ...but being around other entrepreneurs, going to
events, talking to people, helps you ﬁgure out that path that you should maybe consider and go on.
Wendy: So, in your run up to where you are today, who do you think was the greatest coach or mentor
that you've had?
Bill: That’s easy.
Michelle: So, yeah, I mean for me, Mark Hoverson, God rest his soul. He … I mean ... I tell him all the
time … or I did ... I was like, You're the reason, you know, for my success. You know, and Bill would
always say, You're the reason why I was able to retire from corporate America. I mean, he taught me
so much and just so much wisdom he had and just taught me how to be humble and not be
somebody that's bragging all the time because that stuff can be taken away in a heartbeat. And he
really was such a great, great mentor and I wish he was here today. Cause again, anytime I had a
problem, anytime I was confused on things, anytime I just lost that passion, I could pick up the phone
and call him. And he was such a great wise man who had so much impact on both of our lives.
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Wendy: So it sounds like having that kind of person behind you is really important because every
entrepreneur is going to hit a wall. Every entrepreneur is going to have days when you're just banging
your head against that asking Why am I doing this?
Michelle: You have to have someone who's walked the path before, you know, and that you can just
lean on and ask for expert advice about what's going on.
Wendy: Right. When you were running up to that $10,000, what were you most afraid of? What was
the thing that, if you let it would have really held you back if you'd really thought about it. What were
you afraid of?
Michelle: How about you're afraid to … or you want me 'cause I can start? So, for me, you know, again,
going online six months later doing about the $10,000 a month, I was always told by my mentor that I
was ignorance on ﬁre. So looking back, I would say losing that income; but I wasn't thinking like that
back then. But if the times are different now than … yeah, losing that income, not having health
insurance, you know, always in the position of How am I going to keep moving forward, create more
stuff, move this income up? Cause I kept wanting to go, go, go, go. But the biggest things I think is
just depending on our own skillset to build a business. It's scary, you know, and losing that can
happen at any moment. And so those would, I would say, is the biggest fears. And then of course,
you know, like health insurance - you've got, that was my thing. It's like, Hey, it's great to have a job
until you have the security of health insurance. I don't know why, but that's maybe silly. But for me,
that's what it was.
Bill: And you know, for me it was, I mean, those things as well. I mean, there's just some realities of
life that, you know, that no amount of dose of Kool-Aid or Unicorns or Pegasus’s can change the fact
that you've got a mortgage to pay. You know, we got kids, health insurance, all that thing as well. Like,
absolutely, that's always top of mind. But from a more personal perspective, for me the fear was that,
again, ﬁrst starting out I was just on the phone. And so I'm having a one on one phone conversation
with a person and let's say I had messed up on in, on the call. Like it wasn't my best, well only that
one person, at most that one person, would have known. He probably wouldn't have even known. Like
that one person, that prospect probably wouldn't have walked away and said, Wow, Bill really messed
that one up because they didn't know what to expect.
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Michelle: Right.
Bill: So I could deal with that. But then, you know, when you start doing things on a more scalable
level, like you're writing a blog post or you're writing emails to your list or you're trying to write. You
do copy for the ﬁrst time. You're very much exposing yourself and your knowledge and your skills and
you're putting it out there to be judged by people, quite frankly. People can say, Oh, that's a great blog
post. Right. Or That's a horrible blog post. Or Wow, that email that he wrote was pretty good. Or
Wow, that email they wrote was not really good. And you know we're also marketers that are often
marketing into other markers. And so where you're constantly putting yourself out there too, to be
exposed and to be judged and to be critiqued by other marketers who might be on your list; or other
marketers who are checking out your funnel; or, other marketers who are looking at your copy.
And so one of the things that's always in the back of my mind is just that, you know, cause I don't
think anyone really likes to expose themselves for how good or not they are. Things I think in most,
maybe in most, occupations there's probably not as much potential scrutiny as there is if you claim to
be a copywriter. Well then everyone's going to look at every word you write, whether it's a Facebook
status update, where you're just talking about friends and family - all the way down to maybe a sales
page or an email you're writing your list. That you're ... they're constantly going to be like, kind of,
maybe looking or judging or picking away and be like, Hey, this guy claims he's a copywriter. But I
read that one sentence at one point, that thing. And that wasn't really right.
Michelle: Yeah.
Bill: And so that sort of weighs on your mind a lot. And as much as you know the personal
development side of me says, Oh, ignore that. And, you know, Don't worry about the haters and all
that kind of stuff. There's the reality that we're all human and there's times that you feel vulnerable
and at times you feel exposed and at times that shows that's always going on. And I don't think
anyone really likes to be judged often, the people like possibly critiquing them. And so there's that
element that kind of just is always there and you just kind of have to deal with it.
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Michelle: And this question kind of almost turned into the way that we're describing it. Like advice
that I wish people had told us. I wanted to add in one more thing. When you were saying that it was
like running, running, running money coming in. That day, somebody should have told me in the
beginning about the IRS. How bad that hurt!
Bill: Yeah.
Michelle: When you go from W-2 income to 1099 or what ... I like … somebody should have told me
that. Like, you don't know what you don't know. So that's setting up the business. Like, I do remember
the headaches of the third year and just looking at this story going Oh my God, we don't have an LLC.
We don't have an S corp. We know, my God, we don't know what we're doing. We were just making
money. What's the big deal?
Bill: Right
Michelle: So yes, I did.
Bill: Yeah.
Michelle: I wanted to point that out because I know it's kind of turned into the, like the way I describe
it as advice I wish somebody had told me.
Wendy: Right. But you brought up a really good point when you were saying that because you're
online, that you have the potential for everybody to scrutinize everything that you're doing. So did
your mentor give you any advice on how to handle detractors when you were ﬁrst starting?
Michelle: He was so amazing. I remember the time that I had to do a Webinar for him and he's a big
deal. I mean, he was an eight ﬁgure earner and he put the responsibility on me. Probably in year two
to do a Webinar for the whole like list to sell this travel product. And I was so nervous and I did this
webinar and something with technology happened. I don't know what it was exactly. If he were here it
is the funniest story the way he tells it. But something happened and I had people telling me on the
Webinar ... so mean saying, What are you doing? You shouldn't even be doing this webinar. You're so
inexperienced. Like this is a total joke.
Bill: This is a waste of my time.
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Michelle:This is a waste of money. Waste of my time. I literally got off and I cried and I called him
and he laughed so hard at me. And he clapped his hands ... laughed until he was almost in tears and
said, You have arrived. You ﬁnally have haters. You ﬁnally have darts being thrown at you. Now it's
time to learn how to inoculate yourself. And he like gave me this training on how to basically
vaccinate yourself. So you learn how to let that stuff not affect you in the business that you're trying
to build.
Michelle: And yes, I mean he was like huge and helping with that. I mean even when people would
unsubscribe in the beginning from the list or send me hate mail, I would be in tears. Now that's funny
to me, you know, but it's because he taught us how to get through those kinds of situations.
Wendy: And that's really important because every entrepreneur goes through that. And of course you
know that if it's on the Internet, its true, right?
Bill: Exactly
Wendy: So you read all of this and think How do people even think like this. I won't say the word ...
Michelle: You have to focus. And people even think this ... but then you have to focus on the people
who love you and like you, not on the people that hate you because you're making a difference in their
lives, not the haters lives, and that doesn't matter.
Wendy: But it sounds like you had a really good mentor so you didn't let this become an obstacle.
Bill: Well, and it's funny cause like, well you mentioned the email unsubscribe. Like I used to take an
email unsubscribe personally. I was like, Ah, like they’ve unsubscribed from our email list. Is that
something I said or what is wrong? Like, What's going on here? Individually, I'd look at each
unsubscribing, and that's going to drive you bonkers. And now I look at an email on subscribe and I'm
like, Well, that's probably really good because it's kind of trimming the fat or culling the herd. You
know, if they're not going to buy, if they're not gonna read the offer, I'd rather them get off the list and
unsubscribe.
Wendy: Right.
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Bill: And then just be on this on our list and never actually opened the emails or never care about
what we're saying. So now unsubscribes to me are like, okay cool. We just made our list a little bit
tighter and a little bit more focused on who's really there and who's meant to be there.
Wendy: Right. What kind of obstacles did you actually run into? Like things that you had to sit back
and go, Oh my goodness, I have no idea how to get around this.
Michelle: Yeah. I would say, you know, again, I have to pursue those
Bill: Doing videos, blogging.
Michelle: I'm the type of person - it's just my personality - that I want to do it myself. And again, in the
very beginning, that didn't have much money to spend to hire people. We built - what do they call
that? - bootstrapping.
Bill: Oh yeah. We had no ... I had no money to spend.
Michelle: Yeah. And so, building capture pages myself and we didn't have really cool software like we
do now. Like, I was using Taco or something like that, some html program. And I just remember
spending hours getting so frustrated, not being able to get past it. And I was like, Oh my gosh, like I
want to quit. But I learned through many obstacles that were thrown my way that I was right at a
breakthrough, huge breakthrough. So I started to embrace obstacles and, and you know, when things
weren't going right trying to build these capture pages? Or trying to put a blog together trying to, you
know, create my own images for Facebook, for the cover photo? And I mean, just all kinds of
obstacles, you know, a call failing or Webinar or not doing as well as I did not make any sales. I knew
that those obstacles were challenges in my life and the business because if I could overcome those
and have the mindset of, I can overcome those. Successes were right around the corner. And so were
there obstacles all the time? There's obstacles still now, but I always know these are challenges.
They're learning experiences and if I can push through them, be resourceful and conquer them and
bust them up, success lies right on the other side.
'Cause people quit too soon, is really what happens. Is they give up, they quit and they're like, I'm
done. When success was only inches away.
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Bill: Yeah. But for me, I look back on pretty much everything that I'd done in the beginning, I was not
good at. I think the ﬁrst many phone calls I made calling leads, I was not good at all. That part I
thought, Well, this is just a learning curve. I can get better. Because I already knew how to do sales.
But the ﬁrst videos I did, I look back. I mean, they're really just bad. I mean, they're just so bad. Like,
just so bad. I mean I'm stiff, I'm awkward. I’m so serious. Like I'd be ... I didn't crack a single smile
once. I thought I was Walter Cronkite or something. I don’t know but they were just so bad. And I felt I
had to memorize it. And so it took me like 90 takes to do like a one minute video.
The same with blogging - blog posts. My ﬁrst several blog posts were just dumb. They're about
nothing. Cause I didn't really know what to do or anything. I knew nothing about SEO. Like I knew
nothing about nothing.
Wendy: Right.
Bill: But I guess I still did them cause I thought I should. But I guess, you know, little by little, just
through doing more and more videos, I started getting a little bit more at ease and a little bit better
and you had to smile more. I wouldn't take myself so seriously. And then, you know, for blogging, little
by little I just started just writing more and more blog posts and I kind of started developing my voice
and my own style that it took me a while to ﬁnd it. But once I found it, I was like, Wow, I actually like
this now. I really enjoy writing. And, of course, it wasn't just naturally being a good writer.
Like I bought courses, I studied people. I would buy courses and then, you know, practice, right? And
then basic practice, like write a blog post. So anything that I would learn ... and I would follow some
really good people way, way smarter than me - marketers are smarter than the bloggers - and would
watch what they were doing and buy a course that they would do and then implement. And, I think
the key for anything was just doing more and more of it. Like just doing a lot more, I mean, for
anyone, your 50th video is going to be a million times better than your ﬁrst - for anyone. Your 50th
blog post is going to be a million times better than your ﬁrst. And that goes for anything. And I think I
just had the faith that eventually maybe this will click for me - hopefully at least - and at least enough
paid though. Hopefully it'll click and hopefully we'll get better. And it was painful at ﬁrst, but I
deﬁnitely got better after. Just working at it and just be in the trenches doing it. Yep.
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Wendy: Well, there's a lot to be said for the saying of poorly done is better than not done at all.
Michelle: Exactly
Bill: Yes. And I still struggle with that quite a bit. Ask Michelle. I'm still sort of that perfectionist and
it's ... and I say that like in a bad way ...it really hinders a lot of things. So yes, poorly done is..
Michelle: Better than not done.
Bill: Yeah, absolutely.
Wendy: Right. Because as you said, you get better the more you do it, right?
Michelle: Yep.
Bill: Mhmmm
Wendy: So for all those people who are starting out, who are maybe halfway to their $10K or, or even
not as much, what kind of advice would you give them?
Michelle: You know, focus on what you're really good at, and, and then, you know, hone in on that skill
and get better at it. So the thing for me is, you know, I had something in our type of business, you
know, back then running to that $10k a month. I needed to focus on generating leads. And so the way
I did that was through Facebook because that's what I enjoy doing with Facebook ads. And I focused
on that and I immersed myself into it so much so that it was like, I need to earn my PHD in Facebook,
you know? And I'm going to focus on this one marketing strategy - that's going to keep my blinders
on.
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I'm not going to go out and do this marketing strategy; I'm not going to do this one. You got to keep
your blinders on, you've got to ﬁnish it through and you know that. So a big piece of advice is focus
on one thing because you're going to see people out there that are great at blogging. You're going to
see people that are great at Youtube. You're going to see people that are great at ecommerce,
business or people that are aﬃliate marketers, great at that. Are there coaches, consultants,
everybody who's doing online marketing? They have all different offers. You know, they're all
marketing in a different way and you're going to see them way up here. Or I guess you can't see but
up high and you're going to think ... you're going to think to yourself I want that. You know? But
you're not going to be willing.
You have to look at the road they took and it wasn't a yellow brick road that was so perfect with roses
and ﬂowers along the way. You have to be willing, manage your expectations and know that that was
a rough road to get there. And I think too many people focus on the end. And they aren't willing to
walk that road. So you know, I’m reeling that back in, 'cause I'm kind of going all over the place. But
focus in on that one marketing strategy, that one business and you know, ﬁnish it out. I mean it's so
important to do that and ﬁnish it to the point that it's at, okay, this completely failed. This offer
completely failed, but why did it fail? You know, you've got to look at those things. Because, if you
don't analyze it; you can't make the best decision on whether you should ditch that or not.
You've got to ﬁnish it through, and I think that a lot of people in the beginning are squirrel, squirrel,
squirrel. They were like all over the place and I'm really, really bad at that. But focus on that one
thing. And then the other thing is just manage your expectations. This is not an easy journey. I think
people get into this industry and think it's simple. It's so easy. I can push a button and money will
start falling out. It doesn't work that way. You have to work hard at it and you will have obstacles. So
understanding that early on and treating it like a real business. Treating like you ... just like if you
spent $100,000 to buy a franchise, you're going to make sure it works so you don't lose out on that
money. Often times online marketing you can get in for a very minimal amount. So there's not a lot of
risks there and people quit so easily because it's like, oh, isn't that much money. Don't treat it that
way. Treat it like a huge investment because your time is a huge investment.
Wendy: Right.
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Bill: I would add to that and just say that, you know, it's not the destination. It's the journey that
matters. And as Michelle said, it's going to be a rocky road. It's going to be a rocky road. You're
gonna have good days and bad days. And have days that you want to quit. Understand that and
embrace that. And so take your business very seriously, but don't take yourself so seriously while
you're doing it. Meaning like my old videos, my old blog posts, I mean I was so serious. I thought that
I had to be so perfect 'cause I thought everyone's watching, right? Everyone's judging, everyone's
going to see this and they're going to pick, and that's really not the case. What people care about
mostly is your message, not really the delivery. And what they care about more than anything is can
this person help me versus did they say it perfectly. Right, like if you, if they get the sense that you
can help them out, and you can just get that message out to as many people as possible, no one's
going to care if you ﬂubbed up a few words or the lighting wasn't perfect or if you stumbled over your
message a little bit, they're just not going to care about that. And if you let that, like you've got to be
this perfect, serious, like "I know everything" persona … if you let that take over it's going to prevent
you from doing anything because if you are just starting out, you got to be transparent and let people
know, look, I'm just starting now and I've learned a little bit. If you know a ton, maybe I'm not for you,
but if you're just starting now, I've already learned a little bit, I can help you out.
Like just be transparent about that. If on a scale of one to 10 if you think that you're a three, then just
know that you've got a bunch of ones and twos are your target audience and you don't worry about
the forest. Five, six sevens and eights, nines and tens, right? If you eventually didn't get to be a four
on a scale of one to 10 then just know that all the threes and twos and ones are your target audience
and just constantly strive to help other people out who are looking for help. That's all it is and don't
take yourself too seriously. If you screw up a little a bit on a video, don't hit the lead. Don't stop it.
Don't like do the whole thing over. Just run with it. People will resonate with you more if they realize,
Hey, the dude stumbled a little bit while speaking. Big deal like everyone stumbles a lot. I mean just
in this, in this interview here, I stumbled a couple times. Yeah, we're not going to start the whole thing
over. We just run with it because people get that. It's, it's the message they care about most. And can
you help them, is what they care about, not was it a perfect video, perfect sales pitch, et cetera.
Wendy: Well, you two are very relatable as coaches and I love the fact that you're very real.
Michelle: Yeah it’s important
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Wendy: So I'm glad Bill, that you dropped your Walter Cronkite face, not so horrible.
Bill: Oh that was so horrible. Yeah, me too. Thank you.
Wendy: So you two have a membership site, the Power Players Club, which I love.
Bill: Awesome
Michelle: Thank you
Wendy: And I've told you many times that there's not a lot of things that I have time to look at, but I do
try to keep up on your episodes from the Power Players Club. So in the show notes, we are going to
have a link for those of you who are interested in what Bill and Michelle are doing and what they're
teaching and you can get in on an offer that they have for this Power Players Club. You teach so
many great things. In fact, just before this interview, you were doing an absolutely awesome
teaching. Michelle, thank you so much.
Michelle: You're welcome.
Wendy: I really, really loved the strategy and I'm hoping that the people who are listening who are
doing online marketing, will go and take a look at what you guys do because it really is incredible.
You over deliver every time. And I don't say that about many people.
Michelle: Oh awesome, thank you.
Bill: Thank you.
Wendy: So, okay, any last words before we wrap up?
Michelle: No, I mean my last words are, thank you Wendy for having us on. This event is amazing.
Bill: yeah
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Michelle: We … I can speak for both of us. We love that sharing of value and we love, you know,
helping people move their business forward. And all I hope is at least somebody got one awesome
nugget out of this interview because if that has happened, I am completely ecstatic.
Bill: Yes, likewise.
Wendy: I'm sure they've got lots of notes that they've taken. Thank you so much for being with me. I
really appreciate it and I am looking forward to this great stuff that you're doing in the future.
Michelle: Thank you.
Bill: Cool. Allright. Thanks Wendy. Take care.
Wendy: Bye. Okay, that's it for this episode of The $10K Run. Please remember to go to
www.bizengaged.com to see the show notes there. You'll ﬁnd the links for any products or programs
that we've discussed. Take care of everyone and I will see you next time. Bye, Bye.
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